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Bartłomiej Świderski
Anna na tropie tygrysa
Anna on the trail of a tiger

illustrations Aleksandra Gołębiewska

format 200 x 250 mm
80 pages
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-86-7

Anna is very sensitive and she has an  
untamed imagination, and her dad, who  
is firmly on the ground.  They usually find  
it difficult to get along with each other - 
while she reads „The Lord of the Rings” 
with a flushed face, he slips her an  
encyclopedia to study. Suddenly a great 
adventure enters their well-ordered lives. 
In the face of danger they join forces and 
begin to act. It turns out that vivid  
imagination and cold logic perfectly  
complement each other and together  
they can do extraordinary things.

What secrets does the forest hide in its 
thicket? Will Anna and Dad, lost among 
the trees, overcome their fears and track 
down the tiger?

A mystery, a fast-paced plot, an unexpec-
ted ending and an important ecological 
message - a book for everyone who loves 
the forest and wild animals, as well as  
for those who are afraid to enter the  
thicket themselves.
From 8 years old.

NEW



Magdalena Markowska
O dziewczynie, która tęskniła,  
i komandosie, który płakał
About a girl who missed  
and a commando who cried

illustrations Anna Jamróz

format 165 x 232 mm
140 pages
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-85-0

Marta is ten years old, she is Polish,  
she has been living in England since she 
was born and does not want to move to 
Australia which, as her mother says, is a 
paradise. Why leave the family home, the 
liked school and the closest friend? What’s 
with all this parents career stuff anyway?

Clint is ten years old, Australian, and  
according to Martha, he’s weird.  
Classmates also avoid him, because it is 
known that with Clint you can neither play 
football, nor on a console. Nothing, just  
the army and commandos, and after  
school quickly home.

Longing, loss, taming new reality - how  
will Marta and Clint deal with these  
difficult feelings? Will a friendship  
be born between them?
The book reveals to young readers  
the difficult experiences of their peers  
and teaches them empathy and  
understanding for others.
From 8 years old.

NEW



Przemysław Wechterowicz
Wanda szuka miłości
Wanda is looking for love 

illustrations Emilia Dziubak

format 250 x 280 mm 
32 pages 
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-72-0

Rights sold to: Lithuania, Slovakia, Czechia,
Switzerland, Germany, Austria.

It sometimes happens that being the 
heroine of a book is not enough. Someti-
mes you want something more from life! 
Wanda the earthworm who knew that she 
wanted to fall in love, and wasting no time, 
she went in search for love.

What will happen during her journey, will 
Wanda meet the one and do unicorns 
exist? Let’s find love together with Wanda!
For Children from 3 years old.

NEW HOT



Ania Drabikowska
Zniknięcie
Disappearance

illustrations Ela Chełmińska

format 230 x 270 mm 
56 pages 
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-77-5

Mom is pretty and lovely. Mine looks  
like a sorceress. She has long black hair 
just like me. Together we do various, most 
interesting things in the world. But not 
today ... Grandma has gone somewhere, 
and mom is crying. Her tears are falling 
straight to the pot in which she is cooking 
jam. My favorite! Strawberry! It could be 
fun but my mum doesn’t notice me. Even 
when I make silly faces. She also doesn’t 
hear when I say a bad words. In fact, only 
Czacza wants to talk to me, but she is  
a cat and she cannot. So I wonder  
what to do here …
For Children from 4 years old.

NEW



Anna Onichimowska
Pan Kluska i żaglowiec
Mr. Kluska and the sailing ship 

illustrations Natalia Jabłońska 

format 210 x 260 mm 
40 pages 
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-73-7

Mr. Kluska loved collecting things.  
He gathered a lot of furniture, carpets, 
clothes and cars in his house, and finally 
there was no room for him. And then one 
stormy day his own sailing ship carried  
him away into the unknown. What will 
happen to Mr. Kluska and his belongings 
now? A story about wild beaches, Mrs. 
Małgosia, cleaning the world and the fact 
that sometimes it is more pleasant not to 
have than to have.
From 5 years old.

NEW



Bartosz Ratajczyk
O rowerach
About bicycles 

illustrations by the author

format 270 x 270 mm 
30 pages 
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-46-1

Rights sold to: Spain.

Attention two-wheel enthusiasts, future 
and present cyclists! The fascinating world 
of bikes awaits you! Walking bike, road 
bike, downhill bike, or maybe a fat bike? 
Which one to choose? What is  
a velodrome and how many wheels does  
a monocycle have? Why is it worth to 
adjust the bike size to the cyclist’s height? 
How to plan a cycling route and what 
equipment to take on a bike trip? Answers 
for these questions and many other cycling 
trivia can be found in this book.
Remember! Bicycle is an adventure, joy, 
passion and health. See you on the trail!
From 7 years old.

NEW HOT



Anna Onichimowska
Kocham ciebie też
I love you too 

illustrations Aleksandra 
      Woldańska-Płocińska

format 190 x 250 mm 
48 pages 
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-46-1

The last part of Anna Onichimowska’s 
award-winning Bulbes and Hania  
Papierek series.
Invitation to the wedding, the birth of  
my sister, my father’s return from the sea, 
a rescued four-legged friend. Love has 
many faces. What is it like to love some-
one? How are Bulbes, Hania and their 
loved ones coping with their feelings?
Great emotions and matters are equally 
important for both children and adults.
From 7 years old.

NEW



Małgorzata Kur
Ostatnie drzewo na Ziemi
The last tree on Earth

illustrations Magdalena Starzyńska

format 165 x 232 mm 
104 pages 
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-68-3

Can you imagine a world without trees? 
Without forests and parks, without the 
smell of acacia and lime tree? Impossible? 
Scary? And yet… In a world where  
a handy oxygen cylinder became  
the object of everyday use, Kalina and 
Marcel, the teenage heroes of this book, 
had to live. Kalina has never seen  
or touched an oak, pine or apple tree.  
She knows about forests and orchards 
from her grandmother, who told her  
about wild nature and instilled in Kalina 
this unique kind of tenderness for  
nature and longing for trees. Once,  
on the occasion of the Day of the Tree, 
Kalina receives an unusual gift from her 
mother - a herbarium of her beloved  
grandma and a dozen or so dried seeds, 
which she decides to ... sow! Will Kalina 
succeed in what the world-famous  
dendrologists have failed for years?  
Will the seeds germinate? Will trees  
start growing on Earth again?
From 9 years old.

NEW



Przemysław Wechterowicz
Oskar Pazurek
Oscar Claw

illustrations Marcin Minor

format 260 x 260 mm
36 pages
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-47-8

A funny and touching story about Oscar,  
a cat who wanted to be a bird, and  
about keeping in heart what is most  
important for us.
From 3 years old.

NEW



Przemysław Wechterowicz
Gdzie jesteś, Mamo?
Where are you, Mom? 

HOT

illustrations Emilia Dziubak

format 250 x 250 mm
36 pages
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-44-7

Rights sold to: Germany, Lithuania,  
Slovakia, Italy, China, Spain.

After an emotional day, longing Bear  
Dad and the Little Bear hurry to meet  
the Bear Mom. Manwhile, somewhere far 
away, the Bear Mom is looking for a curved 
willow under which they agreed to meet. 
Wandering in the nooks and crannies of 
the forest, asking for help different animals 
she met, the Bear Mom couldn’t help but 
wonder, why they all behaved so strange... 
She was completely confused, time  
was running out, and the night was  
approaching with big steps... 
New adventures of the main characters  
of the bestseller „Hug me please” in  
a warm and funny story and that,  
that good returns.
From 3 years old.

A bestselling series of picture books  
for the youngest readers by a well known 
and aclaimed duet of authors: Przemysław 
Wechterowicz and Emilia Dziubak. Each 
of the short stories is about the simplest 
emotions of happiness, closenes, love, 
caring and living your life to the fullest. 
Each book has a simple structure and  
folows the main characters: Bear Mom, 
Bear Dadand Little Bear, Frog Mom  
and Little Frog, Fly and Mayfly.



Przemysław Wechterowicz
Proszę mnie przytulić
Hug me please

HOT

Awards:

Proszę mnie przytulić
2014 – Literary Award of the Capital 
City of Warsaw in Children’s Literature 
– text and illustrations category.
2014 – Book included in the Catalogue 
White Raven 2014.

illustrations Emilia Dziubak

format 250 x 250 mm
36 pages
hardcover
ISBN: 978-83-65230-49-2

Rights sold to: China, Russia, Malaysia,
Singapore, Germany, Ukraine, USA,  
UK,Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
Lithuania, Slovenia, Estonia, Latvia,
Czechia, Korea, Tajwan, Norway
Netherlands, France, Slovakia,  
Spain, Italy.

Do you know whats the best way to have  
a good day? A touching and humorous 
story that one small but heartfelt gesture 
can change a lot in our live.
From 3 years old.



Przemysław Wechterowicz
Uśmiech dla żabki
Smile for a frog

HOT

illustrations Emilia Dziubak

format 250 x 250 mm
36 pages
hardcover
ISBN: 978-83-65230-59-1

Rights sold to: Germany, Italy, China, 
Russia, Lithuania, Slovakia, Bulgaria, 
Czechia.

Frog Mom knows a simple and effective 
way to improve her daughter’s mood.  
It is a tender and radiant smile that, like  
a cordial spell transforms sadness into joy. 
A touching and funny story about  
a Little Frog, her forest friends and  
the great power of one smile.
From 3 years old.



Przemysław Wechterowicz
W pogoni za życiem
In pursuit of life

HOT

illustrations Emilia Dziubak

format 250 x 250 mm
48 pages
hardcover
ISBN: 978-83-65230-50-8

Rights sold to: China, Germany.

The main characters are two  
charming and passionate insects. 
Mayfly - brave, curious and adventurous, 
and Fly - her kind companion and wise 
guide. They give each other one day of  
life, an amazing day! This extraordinary 
duo will take you on a crazy journey, full  
of funny and touching moments, surprising 
twists and fascinating places. Let’s fly now, 
Mayfly has only this one day... We’re going 
to conquer New York!
From 4 years old.



Przemysław Wechterowicz
Na zawsze przyjaciele
Friends forever

illustrations Emilia Dziubak

format 250 x 280 mm
32 pages
hardcover
ISBN: 978-83-65230-25-6

Rights sold to: Germany, Slovakia,
Russia, Czechia, Bulgaria, Qatar, Italy,  
France, Estonia, China, UK.

A heartwarming story about an unusual 
friendship between a little Bunny and  
a little Owl. This story by our bestselling 
authors Przemysław Wechterowicz  
and Emilia Dziubak will win the heart  
of every child.
From 3 years old.

HOT



Przemysław Wechterowicz
Być jak tygrys
To be like a tiger

HOT

illustrations Emilia Dziubak

format 255 x 300 mm
32 pages
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-07-2

Rights sold to: China, Russia, Malaysia,
Singapore, Ukraine, USA, UK, Canada,
Australia, New Zeland, Lithuania, Germany,
Bulgaria, Turkey, Latvia, Estonia, France.

Being a tiger is not an easy thing to do. 
Interesting, addictive even and exciting  
to the highest degree, but not easy. Tigers 
have to be sneaky, by scrubbing the belly 
on the ground not to be noticed, they need 
a lot of persuasion skills to make someone 
agree to be eaten. Bassically it’s only
problems! But sometimes, especially  
after dusk, being The Tiger becomes
simply... magical. Roaaar!
From 3 years old.



Przemysław Wechterowicz
Urodziny króla
Happy birthday to our king

illustrations Katarzyna Walentynowicz

format 176 x 250 mm
20 pages
cardboard book
ISBN 978-83-65230-33-1

Rights sold to: France.

This witty and funny picture book  
is perfect for the youngest readers.
As a cardboard book, it is made to be 
experienced by children even from
the age of 1.



Przemysław Wechterowicz
Jajko czy kura?
The egg or the hen?

illustrations Marta Ludwiszewska

format 180 x 240 mm
32 pages
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-03-4

Rights sold to: Slovenia, Estonia, France, 
Latvia, Spain, China, United Arab Emirates.

What was the first: an egg or a hen?
Of course an egg, after all the hen did not 
hatch itself. But wait, where did the egg 
came from? Someone had to bear it.  
Hen, definitely hen was first.
Wait a moment. Hen first? But hens hatch 
from eggs. So an egg. Yes... no. To be an 
egg, there must be a hen. And if there was 
a hen, it must have been... an egg?
Find the answer in this witty  
and philosophical book for kids!  
If you can... Have fun!
From 4 years old.



Agnieszka Lis
Alek i Pan Parasol
Alek and Mr. Umbrella

illustrations Patrycja Posyłajka

format 190 x 250 mm 
56 pages 
hardcover 
ISBN 978-83-65230-38-6

A series of four short stories with  
a magical, singing protagonist  
Mr. Umbrella, who is a companion of  
a six-year-old boy named Alek in his  
everyday adventures. The stories  
emphasise family relationships and bonds. 
Grandparents play an important role  
in the boy’s life and he often spends  
afternoons at their place. The elderly  
couple take an active part in their  
grandson’s life and look after him while  
his parents are away. Together with them 
we experience everyday life in an unusual 
way - we dance in the rain, find out what  
a maglophone is and what its power is, 
visit Mr. Zenek’s cool workshop,  
and finally take part in a bicycle race.
From 6 years old.



Magdalena Kilarska
Bagażnik, czyli rzecz o pakowaniu
A trunk and how to pack it

illustrations by the author

format 240 x 305 mm
56 pages
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-32-4

Did you ever had to use your T-shirt as  
a towel on the beach? Or use a plastic 
garbage bag as a raincoat on a rainy day? 
Good preparation for the trip is essential! 
Here is a book that will help you pack on 
any trip - to the seaside, the mountains,  
on winter holidays or even canoeing.
From 7 years old.



Małgorzata Frąckiewicz
Superbohaterki.
Świat i wielkie odkrycia
Super heroines

illustrations by the author

format 165 x 232 mm
112 pages
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-19-5

Who looked inside the Earth and who  
sent a rocket into space? Who discovered 
the dinosaurs and who first made the map 
of the bottom of the ocean? Superwoman!
In this book, one can find fourteen  
silhouettes of extraordinary women who 
have changed the world. 

HOT

Awards:

2017 – ”Fredro’s Pen – Book of the Year”.
2017 – honorary mention in PTWK 
competiton.

Kids can learn fun facts and information 
from various fields of science. Additional-
ly there are many experiments and DIY 
projects that they can do at home with 
parents.The text is simple and aproachable.  
Additionally there are explanations
of some of the harder words and frazes.
From 8 years old.



Joanna Olejarczyk
Yeti, w którego nikt nie wierzył
The boy who believed in yeti

illustrations Aleksandra Gołębiewska

format 210 x 260 mm
36 pages
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-39-3

Rights sold to: Slovenia, Croatia.

The existence of the Yeti is contradicted 
by facts! That’s what a boy heard during 
geography lesson and he strongly objected 
to it, saying that he really believes in Yeti! 
Does this strong conviction make this  
mysterious creature become more real?  
A beautiful story about the power of  
believing in yourself and the people  
closest to you.
From 6 years old.

HOT



Małgorzata Kur
Kot na medal
Heroic cats

illustrations Aleksandra Gołębiewska

format 200 x 250 mm
104 pages
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-29-4

Contrary to the common – but how  
harmful – opinion, cats are not at all
lazy individuals or purring cuddles,  
who think only about milk and sleep.
They can be bold and put themselves at 
risk for people and for theirprotection. 
They can save children, serve on warships, 
fly balloons or walk hundreds of kilometers 
to return home. This book is about  
such cats!
The book contains five short novels based 
on true stories about cats that put their life 
and habbits on the line to save humans.
From 6 years old.



Anna Onichimowska
Prawie się nie boję...
I am not scared at all...

Awards:

Prawie się nie boję...
2016 – Honorary mention in the Polish 
Section of IBBY ”Book of the Year” 
competition.

illustrations Aleksandra  
      Woldańska-Płocińska

format 190 x 250 mm
48 pages
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-06-5

Rights sold to: Slovenia, Bulgaria.

Bulbes and Hania Papierek series
A series of novels about Bulbes, a curious, 
but sensitive firstgrader and his shy best 
friend Hania Papierek. Together they have 
many adventures and problems to solve. 
Each books revolves around one particular 
emotion: fear, shame, anger, love...
Anna Onichimowska presents her story 
from various points of view, introducing
the reader to the world of childhood  
dreams, feelings and fears, everyday ones 
that arise in the confrontation with the 
world of adults, and those resulting from 
the exceptional sensitivity of young  
heroes. From 7 years old.
We are all afraid of something, regardless 
of the age. And we all try somehow to deal 
with our fears. This is what the book  
I am not scared at all... is about.



Anna Onichimowska
Z głową pod dywanem
The head under the carpet

illustrations Aleksandra  
      Woldańska-Płocińska

format 190 x 250 mm
48 pages
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-14-0

Rights sold to: Bulgaria.

At a meeting with a Writer, children talk 
about who they would like to be, when 
they grow up. Bulbes and Hania also speak 
out. One of them is not afraid to admit to 
their dreams, while the other is not only 
ashamed of sharing their dream, moreover 
she joins the peanut gallery. It seems that 
the relation between the two, cannot pass 
this test. Where is the line between lying 
and omitting the truth? How important  
is the loyalty? 



Anna Onichimowska
Afera nie z tej ziemi
The e-affair

illustrations Aleksandra  
      Woldańska-Płocińska

format 190 x 250 mm
48 pages
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-26-3

Rights sold to: Bulgaria.

What I can do to let my anger go out?  
Should you give in to a loved one who  
has a bad intentions? Bulbes teaches  
the difficult of saying “no”.



Anna Onichimowska
List do Ronaldo
Letter to Ronaldo

illustrations Aleksandra  
      Woldańska-Płocińska

format 190 x 250 mm
48 pages
hardcover
ISBN978-83-65230-34-8

Rights sold to: Bulgaria.

Everyone has the right to their own  
secrets, but sometimes we feel bad when 
someone is hiding something from us. 
Especially when it is a friend. Bulbes and 
Hania will find that out for themselves.  
The boy secretly writes a book about  
Christiano Ronaldo, and Hania sees the 
yellow man walking on the moon through 
the telescope. Although they are friends,
they have their own worlds that are not 
easy to share. How will they find them-
selves in this new situation and will they 
be able to save their friendship?
Letter to Ronaldo is the fourth part  
of Anna Onichimowska’s „Bulbes and  
Hania Papierek” series.



Anna Onichimowska 
Piecyk, czapeczka i budyń 
Oven, sunhut and pudding 

illustrations Agata Dudek

format 235 x 205 mm 
44 pages 
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-81-2

Rights sold to: Lithuania, Slovenia. 

Tale about two unusual neighbors – Great 
Big Troll, living on top of an ice mountain, 
and tiny Puffin, living at its foot. Although 
they lived next to each other, they did not 
know about one another. One day the 
Great Big Troll kidnapped Puffin along  
with his cottage to his mountain castle! 
Does he want to imprison or scare him? 
Or maybe he just wanted to invite Puffin 
to the after-dinner tea and show him his 
collection of snowflakes? The book is  
about how difficult it can be to  
communicate with others, and the  
fact that it is always worth trying... 
From 5 years old.

HOT

Awards:

2010 – Piecyk, czapeczka i budyń was 
inscribed on the List of Treasures by the 
Museum of Children’s Books in Poland. 
2010 – Nomination in the Literary 
Competition of the Polish Section  
of IBBY, ”Book of the Year”.



Marta Szloser
Okruszki
Crumbs

illustrations Monika Rejkowska

format 210 x 260 mm
36 pages
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-24-9

Marysia was always accompanied by... 
crumbs. Every time she ate something,
she was covered in it. You could find them 
in her clothes, hair, on the floor and in 
other, often surprising, places. For her, 
crumbs were quite normal, but her family 
with the help of doctors and psychologists 
were trying to help Marysia and cure  
her from this condition at all costs.
Will they succeed? A heartwarming story 
about acceptance and tolerance that 
teaches kids that being different  
does not mean worse. 
From 6 years old.



Liliana Bardijewska
Zielony wędrowiec
Green wonderer

HOT

illustrations Emilia Dziubak

format 210 x 260 mm
56 pages
hardcover
ISBN 978-83-65230-00-3

Rights sold to: Germany, Slovenia.

It’s a lyrical fairy tale about friendship  
and tolerance. Its hero, the Creature,
who lives in grey Creatureland, one day 
finds out that he’s green. But the grey  
river shows him a grey reflection. So the 
Creature decides to find a green river,  
so he can see his greenness. His journey 
will take him through various colourful 
lands and the inhabitants of each one  
will greet the Creature in a different way:  
in the land of blue they will want to make 
him blue by force; in the land of red they 
will greet him as someone unique,
worthy of a royal crown; in the land  
of yellow the Creature will see that all
colours are equal; and in the land of green 
he will finally cease to be different –  
he will be green like everyone else.  
The Creature will return to his homeland 
over the rainbow bridge, to tell the grey 
creatures about others colours and change 
grey Creatureland forever.
Green wonderer is a tale of tolerance  
and great friendship of those who are  
able to be beautifully different not only  
in colors. The book is a new edition  
enriched with songs from a theater play.
From 6 years old.

Awards:

First edition:
2001– Winner of ”Book of the year” 
competition by the Polish Section
of IBBY.
Zielony Wędrowiec was included on  
the Golden List of books recommended  
by the ”ABCXXI – All of Poland Reads 
to Children” Foundation.



Liliana Bardijewska
Moje-nie moje
Mine, not mine

illustrations Krystyna Lipka-Sztarbałło

format 235 x 205 mm
32 pages
hardcover
ISBN: 978-83-65230-02-7

Rights sold to: Germany.

It’s a story that shows that appearances 
are misleading and true beauty and  
goodness are sometimes hidden under  
a very unpretentious cover. In a forest  
a mysterious egg appears. Everybody  
claims its paternity and a great row  
breaks out in the forest over its parentage.
The conflict between the forest-dwellers  
is solved by a wise kangaroo. ”Let us bring 
it up together”, he says. The animals  
take up in turn the guardianship of this 
colourful egg. But a day comes when  
a nestling hatches out – ugly, miserable, 
frightened. ”It is not mine” the foster-
-fathers turn away from it one by one.  
All except the wise kangaroo.  
The miserable nestling, raised in his pouch, 
will turn out to be an excellent singer, his
concerts to be admired by all the forest. 
”Just think! It could have been ours”, an 
enthusiastic ant will sigh with regret.
From 5 years old.

Awards:

The author of the book, Liliana  
Bardijewska, and its illustrator, Krystyna 
Lipka-Sztarbałło, are laureates of  
”The Book of the Year 2001” prize  
of the Polish Section of IBBY.



Projekt współfinansowany 
w ramach programu Unii Europejskiej 
„Kreatywna Europa”


